
CIVIC KNOWLEDGE ASSIGNMENT

Boyd and Jill smith task Force on virtues of a Free society The sorry state of civic knowledge tells us something about
the meaning of citizenship.

Another influence on service-learning is the theory of social capital, described above. This central insight
leads Gutmann to rule out certain exclusive suzerainties of power over educational theory and policy.
Collective action problems are best addressed polycentrically, not reserved for national governments or
parceled out neatly among levels of government. She suggests that children not simply tolerate ways of life
divergent from their own, but that they actually respect them. Kenneth Godwin and Frank Kemerer, in their
analysis of students in schools in New York City and Dallasâ€”Fort Worth, found that choice students scored
higher than traditional public school students on political knowledge regardless of whether they attended
private schools in general or evangelical private schools in particular. Or should you socialize the children into
the right way of life as soon and as quickly as possible? To be classified as rigorous, the study also had to
attempt to correct for the tendency of students and families to sort themselves into different schools and school
sectors based on unobserved factors, a research challenge commonly referred to as selection bias. This policy
of supplying by opposite and rival interests, the defect of better motives, might be traced through the whole
system of human affairs, private as well as public. Teachers demand that students sit in their seats; raise their
hands before speaking; hand assignments in on time; display sportsmanship on the athletic field; be punctual
when coming to class; do not cheat on their tests or homework; refrain from attacking one another on the
playground, in the hallways, or in the classroom; be respectful of and polite to their elders e. Still, Rousseau
recognized that life in society is unavoidable, and so civic education or learning to function well in society is
also unavoidable. The second limit is nondiscrimination, which prevents the state or groups within the state
from excluding anyone or any group from an education in deliberation. Jay Greene and his colleagues
conducted less-sophisticated studies that found that Latinos who received all of their Kâ€”12 education in
private schools were 16 percent more likely to say they voted in the last presidential election than comparable
Latinos who were educated exclusively in public schools. The philosophical justifications for this kind of
curriculum are rarely developed fully, but probably an underlying idea is that citizens ought to play certain
concrete roles--voting, monitoring the news, serving on juries, petitioning the government--and to do so
effectively requires a baseline understanding of the political system. Finally, students in private secular
schools in New York City are nearly 17 percent less likely to volunteer than comparable public school
students, a finding that favors traditional public schooling arrangements. Needed is an educational aim that is
inclusive. It is to be a pedagogy for all, and Freire includes oppressors and the oppressed. In the first study of
education and social capital, Coleman and Hoffer employed basic statistical methods and found that Catholic
schooling was associated with higher levels of social capital. For both are participating in the shared
experience of exploring a common world ,  With one exception, the findings regarding the effect of school
choice on political tolerance are confined to the neutral-to-positive range. Intellectual skills give citizens the
ability to think critically about political and other issues.


